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'S tudents March on Woods Hall
Tanya Hutchinson leads campus call to end racism
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff

Photo: Monica Senecal

Chrlstella Hairston; psychology freshman who alleged she
was assaulted In the Woods Hail Partdng Lot, was one of many
speakers at Friday's March Against Violence and Hatred.

In a month set aside for the recognition and celebration of AfricanAmerican History, the first two weeks
of February at UM-St. Louis were
laden with racial slurs, incidents and
protests.
A student-organized rally Friday,
February 9 with over lOO faculty and
students of UM-St. Louis was held
outside of the University Center and
ended in a march to Woods Hall.
The Chancellor, who was out of
the country at the time, was expected
to greet the demonstrators at Woods
regarding a letter that had been sent
to her prior to the Friday protest. The
letter included a list of demands from
students who want a change in UMSt. Louis race relations.
Tonya Hutchinson, a sophomore
social work major, began the demonstration gained strong support of students and faculty alike. Passersby of
all races and colors were drawn in by
the anti-hate sentiments that were
expelled with the aid of a bullhorn
outside of University Center.
"We are all here together to fight
institutional racism and individual
racism," Hutchinson said.
Hutchinson's speech was spawned
out of anger by two incidents that oc-

ary 31.

race lines. We want action now!"
"Today is an example of white
people and black people working together," said senior psychology/peace
studies major Mjkey Krajcer. "We're
not going to take this anymore. We
won'tacceptracism on this campus."
Hairston, the black woman involved in the argument on Wed., Jan.

The second incident occurred
Tuesday, Feb. 6, when someone entered the offices of the Black Culture
Center, scattering furniture and other
materials. Left behind was a racist
note which made reference to the
parking lot incident. It was addressed
to the "Pure White Students of the
Honorable University of Missouri."
"Wewantoppositiontothesewhite
supremacy groups," Hutchinson said.
"We're going to come together across

31 commented on the incident outside of Woods Hall.
''1' d like to say I'm the last person
to scream racism, but that's exactly
what it was," she said.
En route to Woods Hall, protestors touted signs such as, "Mean people
suck," and, "Is my skin my sin?" A
radio playing Bob Marley a'ld John
Lennon mu sic, and crews from several local television stations were in
tow as the group marched from the

cooed last week on campus.
"Anger does not equate violence,"
Hutchinson said. "Anger is not bad."
The first incident involved an argument between freshman Chri..stella
Hairston, a black woman, anda white
couple over a parking space outside
of Woods Hall on Wednesday, Janu-

quadrangle to the lower level of
Woods Hall. Upon arrival, senior
social work major, Allison Gianino
drew a large 'X' in front of Woods
Hall marking the spot where the parking lot dispute had occurred.
"What we're trying to do is form
an anti-hatred group on this campusnow - to handle these situations in the
future," Maria Whitter, senior Social
Work major said.
"The group we'd like to form is
against all hatred," said senior Social
Work major Edna Green. "It's against
all 'isms': sexism, racism, antisematism. If we're going to be diverse, we need to accept people for
who they are."
Whitter said she was pleased with
the size.of the crowd with one exception.
"I'm pleased with the turnout,
but I'd have liked to see more African-Americans here," she said.
An investigation continues concerning the Black Culture Center office. According to the St. Louis Prosecuting Attorney's Office, there were
no charges regarding the Woods Hall
incident.
"I cannot fault the campus police
for lack of charges," said Donald
Driemeier, deputy to the Chancellor.
"This is a campus, however, that will
not have any tolerance for intolerance."

'Vandalism of Black Culture Center prompts campus-wide meeting
by Michael ,J. Urness
of The Current staff

An overflow crowd filled Room
78 J.c. Penny Tuesday Feb. 6, when
UM-St. Louis administrators called
an emergency meeting with faculty,
I staff and students to address recent
racial incidents on campus. The meet: ing was called shortly after a report.ed
",incident of vandalism to the Black
Culture Center offices in which letters com.aining racial slurs were left
be.hind.
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean , vice
"chancellor Student Affairs and
Norman Seay, director Office of
tEqual Opportunity, hosted the meet.ing. They were joined by Nicholas
Wren of the Coalition of Black Student Organizations. It was Wren who
called and reported the vandalism to
The Current earlier in the day.
MacLean opened the meeting by
lidescribing both the vandalism to the
\lJlack Culture Center and the parking
lot incident Jan. 31. He pledged the
Uni versity would do everything in its
power to tin<f and punish those re~ SPOfl:sible for the vandalism.
After MacLean flnished his open~g remarks, Wren described his per-

ception of the events leading up to
and including the altercation between
the female student and the non-student female.
"Last Wednesday, a sister named
Christella Hairston was verbally attacked in the parking lot near Woods
Hall over a parking spot," Wren said.
"As the altercation went into the build-

this case, they opted to take minimal
action.
"I think what the police did was
investigate the case and interview the
witnesses," MacLean said "I think
minimal action [on the part of the
police] would have been to drop it.
They did not do that They took the
evidence to the County prosecutor

"Isn 't it coincidental that the vandalism
occurred after the assault was aired on
Channel 5 last night?"
Nicholas Wren
ing she was physically kicked by a
non-student on campus who just happens to be Caucasian.
"We are not happy with the steps
that were taken by the police after
this assault," Wren continued speaking on behalf of the Coalition of Black
Student Organizations. He went on
to say that the police should have
arrested the non-student after she was
accused of assault. Wren said that of
the available options the police had in

Because it's up to the County prosecutor to file charges."
After MacLean finished speaking, Seay asked for questions and
comments from the audience.
"If we reversed these roles and
we had an African-American male
accused of attacking a white female
would we have the same sort of action?," asked one participant.
"There are several ways in which
one can administer any type of situa-

tion," answered Seay. "We would
hope that the actions would have been
the same.
"What we are doing is bringing
our experiences-I'm talking about
as African-Americans and the way
we have been treated by the typical
police officer in the greater St. Louis
area-Dnto this campus."
Several students then told ofincidents in which they had been treated
unfairly by the campus police.
"African-Americans know what
the problem is," one participant said,
"It's that there's a differential in terms
of treatment [of African-Americans
by campus police] on the campus. n
"Is it true that at the time of the
incident, the girl who initiated the
alleged assault was not arrested, but
yet the black girl was asked if there
was a warrant out for her arrest?"
asked another participant.
"That is correct," replied Seay.
Several members of the audience
vocalized disbelief and displeasure
'at this revelation.
The discussion then turned to the
act of vandalism to the Black Culture
Center. The flISt questions asked related to who had keys to the Center.
Accordin g to MacLean there are about

Photo : Michael O'Brian

Room 78 J.e . Penney Bu ilding packed a standing room on Iy
crowd for a meeting In response to the vandalism.
15 keys issued to students as well as
between 40 and 50 master keys in the
hands of custodians and other University employees.
"Isn't it coincidental that the vandalism occurred after the assault was
aired on Channel 5 last night?" Wren
asked.
"What does the University and
the police department plan to do to

'Violence is the en-·p""-·. ,· · -

prevent these future break-ins and
racial attacks upon the African American students?" asked another student.
"The bottom line is I fear for my
safety now, and I know I'm not the
only one."

SEE VANDALISM
_
PAGE 9
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UM-St. Louisparticipafesin a
by Wendy Jeffries
of The Current staff

PAGE 9

UM-St.Louis,alongwithapproximately 300 other campuses, tuned in
Tuesday for a national teleconference
on violence, hosted by Charles KuralL
The conference was hosted by the
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, and included guest speakers from
around the world. Professor "Margaret
Sherraden of the Social Work department, organized the event for our campus.
"Violence is the enemy of community," said Kuralt in his opening address.
Kuralt's opening statements spoke

rn"rp....rflTlfen~c.~~@)~~#:' ::~#~ t1WJuE~hout the world, women own
and concerned with America's prob1 percent of all property, make
lem with violence.
Violence as a global problem was
elJ(iM: ~~11ful:.? $¢fl. ):~lPPro~W1'ltel) 10 percent of the world's
nCciffi¢;butdo two-thirds of the world's
an overriding theme in much of the
conference discussion.
the conference discussion
"Problems that many people face
violence, active and
across the world are much worse than
that it is also a dangerthe problems we face at home, but they
never lose hope," said Dessima Willnot be the prism
~/:' $,antis.no:tooger·acl::ep-tablle
iams, professor at Brandeis
~'''';;':· I~'' ·i·''''.': .'h
sity, and fonner ambassa
)1,·t,"i~},~?"IVl\.. ,} is seen," Willsai(j) lI!\m¢ffi:anshave been taught
Grenada,
way. We need
Vicky Fenton, a senior in Social
t have all the
Work, and part coordinator of the conference, agreed, "Violence happens
world wide and what happens here
affects other countries, and what hap-

EDITORIAL
Page 2
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Reflections of reactions
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

t:o~fr l E.'

can s on campus (Wren and
Hutchinson) should be working together instead of butting heads for
pUblicity. As we have seen this week,
there is plenty of media coverage
available for both. A united effort
from the African-American community at UM-St. Louis will certainly
have more lasting effects than a fragmented one.
As for Hutchin son , here is a
woman for whom I have great admiration. Even as I talked with my personal friend Tom O 'Keefe over the
"Sexy Legs II" fIasco, I found deep
respect for Hutchinson in her passion
for her cause. A true rebel is hard to
find .
However, wh en I see
I her taking such strong
stands again st Chancellor Blanche Touhill,
Vice Chancellor Lowe
"Sandy" MacLean and
Chief Roeseler I have to
comment that these are
people who I believe
want the best for all students at UM-St. Louis. Though I may
not always agree with their policy
calls (especially when it comes to
money), I find all three to be devoted,
hard-working, caring individuals who
give fair opportunity to everyone on
our campus. I also believe they want
to resolve these racial incidents as
much as anybody else. Let's not forget we are all on the same side.
We must direct our efforts tosolving the mystery of the group or indi- by Scott Lamar
vidual responsible for the entry of the of The Cu rrent staff
Black Culture Center: "WhitePower."
This group has about as much sense
What started off as a trivial disas a Three Stooges skit with a half- pute in a parking lot actually may
hearted vandalistic effort and a poorl y have been something very beneficial
written letter sent to their proclaimed for the campus.
enemy not constituency. Still any
Although some
motion of outward racism should be people are concerned
shouted down in mass (which it has that the local television
been so far), and obviously we cannot reports are giving UMtolerate unlawful entry into closed St. Louis a bad image, a
offices on campus. Anyone who lot was accomplished
knows anything about this situation last week.
should realize the implications of what
First, students, facthe group has done. It is a social ulty and staff crammed
responsibility to inform the UM-St. into Room 78 I.C.
Louis Police about who is respon- Penney to discuss racial
sible for the entry. The pinnacle of the concerns. Second, except for some
campu s unrest lies in the identity of eye-for-an-eye type solutions that
were offered, some really intelligent
" White Power."
Let' s take this problem on to- comments were made. Third, people
gether as adults, Let's cease all ra- were thinking, interacting and brainciall y offensi ve dialogue and begin to storming together. It was a diverse
intelligently work on building astron- group sharing ideas. Most imporger cultural relationship across racial tantly, it was an excellent tool to
divides . Positive leadership now will heighten awareness as to the situation that some African Americans
spur positive growth for the future.
must deal with in their everyday lives,

IH IS WHrfe
~AN 1"et..LYoLl W+4A-r

Let's all stop and take a deep
breath.
Christella Hairston alleged that a
non-student came to UM-St. Louis
and verbally and physically assaulted
her. Hairston has pushed for charges
to be filed, but the County Prosecuting Attorney Bob McCulloch has said
that there was no assaulL His office is
refusing to prosecute.
Before we all lose our heads over
this matter, we should consider that
all of our public record statements,
everything we have seen on the local
media news has all
been from the side of
Hairston or factions
supporting
her
throughout this series
of events.
Christella Hairston,
Tanya
Hutchinson (organizer
of Friday's March
Against Violence and
Hatred) and Nicholas Wren (coordinator of the Coalition of Black Student Organizations) have all publicly
criticized the way the UM-St Louis
Police handled the incident.
However, the Chief of UM-S t
Lows Police Bob Roeseler said his
officers have acted within procedure,
and there were no violations of regu· lations. McCulloch has publicly
vested his trust in Roeseler having an
extensi ve history wi th him during the
Chief's service for the St. Louis
· County Police. I believe both of them .
The initial incident which was a
fight over a parking space was just
that I think both sides need to realize
· at least the absurd premise over the
initial argument. Even if there was
verbal or physical assault, why
couldn't somebody have just said I'll
find another space?
All of the dialogue right now is
how to do things that will improve
our cultural acknowledgement of
each other: blacks.and whites. Still
before we take History Lecturer
Priscella Dowden's advice with a
mandatory class on racism, a little
common courtesy to each other may
go a long way.
As for common courtesy , why
did Wren distance himself from
Friday's march with statements specifically stating that he did not support it? If the common goal is to
improve communication on this campus across the racial divide, two of
the more prominent African-Ameri-

'o 1:bf.t(

Troubled times have a bonding effect on campus
For example, in light of the racist
literature left in the Black Culture
Center, one African American stated
that he was scared, Another man said
that he was harassed by police on this
campus. Other African Americans
stood up and said that they were
treated unfairly as well.
When any student,
white or black, is illtreated, the situation
should be brought to
everyone's attention.
After last week, it' s
obvious that the local
news media is willing
to come at any sign of
controversy, and certainly, The Current is more than willingto listen to a student' s story .People
need to stand up for their rights, but
they can't do it alone.
On the down side, the meeting
would have run smoother if Norman
Seay and Sandy MacLean had complete control. Nicholas Wren, the director of the Coalition of Black Student Organizations, seemed too anxious to interject skewed and one-

sided information. Seay, on the other
hand, is a professional with experience in matters of civil rights. Unfortunately, all of the infonnation that
was given to the public has been from
Christella Hairston's point of view.
Seay and MacLean did their best to
ensure that the audience had all of the
facts.
Wren did, however, help forge a

When any studeni,
black or white is ilitreated, the situation
should be brought to
j

everyone 's attention.
bond of solidarity among African
Americans. Furthermore, he deserves
credit for standing up for all African
Americans.
Last Friday, Tonya Hutchinson,
UM-St. Louis's own paladin, resurfaced after a year-long media absence. If you will · recall, she was

involved in the Sexy Legs controversy during the 1994 fall semester.
This time, with bullhorn in hand,
Hutchinson lead an impressive pro-~
test and march against violence and
hatred. This event was much different She was in complete control. She
was authoritative and believable, albeitabrasiveattimes. When Maclean
announced that he had a room reserved in the J.C. Penney Building,
Hutchinson made it clear that she was
in charge. Hutchinson pulled about
150 students from this campus and
Washington University'S together as
well as two television crews. She
takes action where others stop at
speech. One of her weaknesses, however , is her tendency to alienate her
white supporters. I think that when1
she realizes who is on her side, she,
will be a tremendous asset to the
students of this University.
I hope that Hutchinson continues
to make noise on campus. Moreover, .
I hope that the ideas generated during
the meeting and protest don't just'
make headlines, but are implemented
so that a real difference can be made.
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In the history of all people we can
. find shortcomings and accomplishments. February is the time set aside
to recognize the contribution that
African people have made to the advancement of the world. Being African in Amerikkka, a land mass that
was once occupied by numerous thriving nation states of an indigenous
population (Native Americans), we
understand that any contribution that
we make on this land mass is an
extension of our African roots. What
is called African/Amerikkkan culture is in fact African culture taking
place on this land mass.
Africans in the United States
"step" and it comes from continental
African Dundumba. Jazz, the Blues,
Rock "n' Roll and Hip Hop culture
are all contributions African people
have made to the "melting poL'.' The
traffic light, golf tee and blood plasma
are other examples. We as a people
are not selfish giving blood plasma
for just African people. Our history,
culture and contribution is rich and
evolving . We are ever fresh and new .
People's relationships to the
means of production has evolved
throughout time and will constantly
change. We know that the forms may
change but the essence is quite simple,
either all people will own and control
the means of production, or j us t a few
will profit from the Earth's resources.
In Arnerikkka as Native Americans,
Africans, Asians, and Europeans attempt to eat, clothe, shelter and pay
bills from the backlash of material
acquisition, there is conflict. European immigrants often protested sla-

very because they could not fmdjobs.
European abolitionist John Brown
was a humanitarian because he stood
up against injustice. There have been
many attempts at conflict resolution,
and we must learn from them all.
Recent events at UM-St. Louis
and in the larger St. Louis community force us to deal with these issues
now. In 1996 the same individual
racist acts are being supported by
educational institutions and the very
make-up of Arnerikkkan society. We
must have justice.
Will you support oppression in
activity (ganging up, physically and
verbally assaulting lone African
women), or wil1 you sit by while it all
happens? I'm sure we have all witnessed oppression in some form. We
must act to end this. Join an organization and make a contribution. Ending
oppression is a process not an event.
As revolutionary Pan-Africanist
people we understand that when we
liberate and unite Africa under scientific socialism we will again make
another contribution to betterment.
We should make sure Africa's resources (gold, diamonds. bauxite, iron
ore) are used to benefit African people
worldwide instead of being exploited
for an adverse effect against us. We
will eliminate the anti-human principles and practices that make people
spend there entire existence trying to
acquire money and material objects.
It is a rat race as the European
person, is mad at the African and me
African with the Asian concerning
who will get these crumbs from the
imperialists. It's rooted in the history

of not respecting land sovereignty.
It's rooted in the colonization of Africa and the enslavement of millions
of her children. It will be corrected.
We witnessed the power of over 2
million people protesting at the Million Man March. This February we
will re-affum our atonement pledge
and move our mobilization power to

organization power. We will con ,
stantly build for Africa and humanity. We must put people before prof-~
its. Power to all people! Izwe Lethtulj
I Afrika! AFRICA for the Africans!
T yrone Rodgers
Junior
History ~

Student says break-in
was lTIedia-ploy
I am very concerned about an
incident that happened on campus on
Tuesday, Feb. 5 or Wednesday morning Feb. 6. The Associated Black
Collegians office was "broken" into.
Frankly, I don't believe this : Not a
week ago there was an incident involving an African-American student
and a non-student. After this happened, there was a wave of protest

destroyed and racist propaganda is
.
left behind.
Something smelJs fishy . This is
a University with 15 ,000 students.
Just because there are still some
angry individuals that come here, it.
does not mean that the U ni versity L
against African-Americans . This i
supposed to be a place that through
higher-learning we learn to co-ex-

from ABC about what the University
was going to do to a non-student, and
that whatever was done would not be
enough. Then the ABC office is broken into apparently with a key, papers are thrown around, nothing is

ist. Not a grandstand for obvious
media ploys.
April Marshaij
Junior
Communication

It

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. ..
;:
Letters should be no longer than 400 words.
They must be signed, as the editorial opinion .. .
of The Current is that a signed letter carries
more weight with the readers.
•
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Students, staff se,nd special message
To my Valentine (the mumbler)
I hope the spark is still hot this
time next year. Otherwise,
we will have to fake it.
Love Mary P. Sottile

Photos by Monica Senecal

John,
You are not just loved today, but everyday. Happy Valentines Day!
I love you today and forever!
Maggie.
Rebyata!
S dayom svyatogo Valentina! Ya vas vseh ochen lyublyuy jelayu chtobi u
vas bilo ysyo khorosho. Pezvonite. Svoim druzyam, vi ih oschastlivite!
Nam vsem nujna teplota y podderjka!
Zarina

Cory Hunter steals a kiss from a reluctant Daphne Rice.

Nadia,
You are the world to me.
Demond
P .S. Tell your brother to give me

David, ~
Kevin,
No puedo imaginar mi vida ,..
You have to pick the movie, butl' llwinafterwards! Happy Valentine's Day!
sin ti. Seria muy aboridO y
Trisha
Carol,
triste. Se amo para siempre.
Drop the zero, get with the hero.
Alicia
Missing you severely, love you lots,
Keith
Alicia,
You are the light afmy life.
David
Happy V-Day "Sexy!"
Glenn Stewart
Maggie,
I love you now and forever! I can't wait for the
Ozarks .
John

enamorados a todos
mis estudiantes.
Senora Baldini

Spider Monkey (Monica),
Our love is like standing
naked together on a
mountain-top everyday.
I love you through the
highs and lows and all the
in-betweens.
Michael

Jim
I love you, Honeybunny! Happy Valentine's Day!
Amanda

UMSL'sKWMU
radio raises
money with love
the most successful money making drives this year.
"We are running 29% up from
Last week KWMU 90.7 FM last year." Said station manager
kicked off their "For the Love of Patricia Wente-Bennett.
"The idea is catching on. This
KWMU" pledge drive to raise
money for the station. During this is a fun way to invest in KWMU
drive the public radio station is and have something sent to somegiving out Valentine's Day gifts body on Valentine's Day."
Much of the
for
monetary
money that is
"pledges". If a lisraised will go into
tener pledges to
'For the Love
updating some of
give a certain
the station's aging
amount of money
of KWMU' has
equipment.
the station will
been
one
of
"We are a
send that listener's
twenty-four
year
the
most
sweetheart a roold
station.
Some
mantic gift. The
successful
of our equipment
smallest present is
money making
has never been rea box of chocolates
placed.
said
for a $40 pledge,
drives this
Wente-Bennett.
and the grandest is
year.
The station
a night at a St.
managers
feel that
Genevieve bed and
this
year's
pledge
breakfast for $200.
KWMU is an affiliate of the rates are up due to increased conNational Public Radio system. cern over the future of public
Nearly half of the station's funds broadcasting. The success of this
are from local listeners who en- drive is a hopeful sign for the
joy their talk radio format. Since station, which faces potential cuts
it is a public station, KWMU does from the' federal governmen t.
To make a pledge, call the stanot run commercials. "For the
v f KWMU" has been one of tion at 516-4000.

by John Jones
of The Cu rrent staff

n

..
ian-

The last 5 months with you
have been truly unbelievable.
My love for you grows & grows
making me feel wonderful
today & excited for our tomorrow. I love you.
Clint

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Dear Seton Women
I love you.
To all of my valentines in Seton Hall
Love, Red

Jenny,
You are the best
friend aTI.Yone
could ask for,
and I'm very
lucky that you're
mine. Happy
Valentines Day!
Love Maggie
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--------------------------------Alternative

Jill Barrett

The RUGBURN S
"Taking the World by Donkey"

of The Current staff

Weird music that really
:LOcks is real hard to find.
There's Weezer, and well,
that's about it. Well now The
Rugburns have put out an alternative forthe Weezer crowd,
and it is actually better than
the band that they sound so
much like.
The Rugburns show something on their first full length
release that many bands have
tried to show but failed, they
are funny yet they don't try to
be as shown on "Pile on Hangover."

Betty Ford won't talk to me,
she sais my life's a waste,
In the morning r d agree
with her,
but my mouth is full of paste
This is a mellow band that
uses acustic-based rock to emphasize their slow songs and
hard biting guitars in their
rougher songs. Lead singer
Steve Plotz likes to consider
their music "really slow speed
metal." But that is abou t as
inaccurate of a statement as it
comes.

The RUGBURNS
In essence the group has put
together a awesome disc that
comes off about as serious as their
album cover. The cover has all

the band members sitting on donkeys that are painted like Zebras.
This is a very good disc that
deserves any air play it can get. It

is also a good One to add to any
music listener's collection.

-Michael 1. Urness

Rap

Coolio
"Gangsta's Paradise"
Coolio is back at it again.
From the artist who gave us
'Fantastic V oyage' comes
"Gangsta's Paradise" a strange
yet good release by the man
with the weirdest hair in music.
The disc starts off with the
title track "Gangsta's Paradise,"
a chilling song off of the "Dangerous .Minds" soundtrack. The
song was often mentioned as the
• 'song of the year' for '95, no one

can doubt that it was played a lot.
Coolio has found himself on
the top of the rap scene in less
than two years. His song "Fantastic Voyage" catapulted him to
mega-heights. His appearance on
the second-stage at Lolapaloza
last summer proved to be a huge
success, as he stole many fans
from Sined O'Conner in their
show in S1. Louis. The man just
controls the stage in live perfor-

mances.
On the studio-made album he
takes a lively and often playful
approach to music. In his music
he plays with the listeners with
bumpin' beats and smooth flowing lyrics as shown in "Geto Highlights." In the song he tells about
life in "tha hood" from the "pimps
players and hoez" he covers everything. that happens in one day.
The sOI}g is perhaps the best on

the disc.
The second release "Too
Hot" is no reflection of how
Coolio has adjusted since his
last album. This song wOllld
have been better left off of the
disc, as it is a horrible song.
Coolio has adjusted to the
success thrown at him and continues to put out good, solid
musi~ . Hopefully he can keep
it up.
-Ken Dunkin -

is invited on stage to sing by Georgia,
Drunk, Sadie sings a painfully em- •
barrassing rendition of Van,
Morrison's "Take Me Back. " Direc--\
tor illu Grosbard lets the camera stay
on Leigh for most of the song, and the
effect is powerful. Although Leigh's
singing becomes excruciating, ber
emotional intensity is mesmerizing, 1Ii
and the scene reveals Sadie's deep
need to perform.
The movie is not always easy to
watch. Leigh does a remarkable job
bringing Sadie to life, but Sadie's intensity and abandon in living her life
can grow tiresome. The film is very
honest and realistic in portraying the
life of a musician on the fringe of the ·.
music scene, and this is its greatest
strength. This is not a romantized version; Sadie is not an unrecognized genius, or about to make it big. She will
not find her niche in life, or even change '
very much, but she is always interesting to watch.
Ifyou prefer fIlms with a closure or
resolution, then this is not the film for
you. If you would like to see a fascinating character study, then check it out ,

Hollywood seems to believe t.hat a
film cannot be both realistic and entertaining. Real life does not make neat
films; the plots aren't clean and the
charactersaren 'talways witty and welldefined. The movie "Georgia" sacrifices some of Hollywood's conventions in order to present an honest
portrayal ofa down-and-otitsingerand
her relationship with her very successful sister, who is also a singer.
JenniferJason Leigh plays the main
character, Sadie Flood. Sadie wants to
be as popular of a singer as her sister,
Georgia (Mare Winningham), who
sings on the stadium circuit while
Sadie travels the bowling alley circuit
Sadie has, little talent and no stability in
her life, while Georgia lives with her
husband and kids on the family farm
between tours. An alcoholic, Sadie lives
with a JXlSSiooaterecldessness that leads
her to devour everything in her life- her
friends, her lovers, and her sister - in
search of her own dream. When Sadie
travels to Seattle, where Georgia lives,
the conflict between the two
sisters intensifies and leads to
an inescapable confrontation.
The plot is a vague one;
early on in the fIlm it is easy to
see that a confrontation is inevitable. Screenwriter Barbara
Turner (Leigh's mother) did
not base the movie on a strong
plot, though; she built the
movie on Sadie's character
and her relationship with
Georgia. The character of
Sadie is certainly interesting
enough.
The scenes of the movie
are at first seemingly random
vignettes of Sadie's life and
do not necessarily flow from
oneinto another. Rather, these
scenes are meant to reveal
what drives Sadie - the feverish need for recognition and
the wild passion that consumes
everything in its path, inc!ud. ing Sadie herself.
Jennifer Jason Leigh
. In Sa:die'st51gbreaw, .s he " Grosbard'·s GEORGIA
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UM-St.Louis Riverman Record for 95-96

15-2-1

Tee off at the "Happy Gilmore" and the "Planet Golf" ~ Web-Sites
hltp:/lwww.mca.com/universal_ pi ct ures/happy

httplllwww.planllgolf.com/rc.t5.hlml

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN AUTOGRAPHED MOVIE MEMORAlI~1A AND OTHER GRUT PLAN" GOU . . PilUS

OI~ENS
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Bending bodies invade Mark Twain
by Heather Phillips
of The Curreri staff

February 9-11 marked the fifth annual Coca-Cola SL Louis Classic gymnastics competition held at Mark Twain.

Fcrty-threeteams competedthisJ:EISI:
weekend from ail over thecountry. Gymnasts came from Tennessee, Missouri,
Coonecticut, Georgia, W&:onsm, Ohio,
illinois, Indiana, FlOOda, Nebraska, Arkansas and Minnesota. Eoch gymnast
competed in the flocr exercise, 00lance
.beam, uneven 00rs and the vault
.
The flocr exercise muSt be to music
and last between 70 and 90 secoods covering the entire flocr. The gymnast must
inro'porate ~ful dance movements
and her tumbling runs should have
heighth and distance.
The balance beam routine should
consist of dance elemenm, turns, jwn~
and uunbling such as handsprings and
somersanlts. The balance beam is one of
the hardest events due to the beam being
a mere 4 inches wide.
The uneven 00rs is the newest event
in women's competition. The routine
sOOuld have 12 to 14 moves consisting of
cootinuousswings, relea<Jemoves and the
disroount.
The vault requires speed and expl0sive power to soccessfully execute the
move and "stick" larKting. A <kdoctioo is
given fer moving on the landing.
General deductions are given fcK fall-'
ing off of the 3JlllI31US, having to be
~ by the cooch, lilY IlllIleCeSSaC)'
stops in the routine and rot presenting
themselves to the judges before and after
the exercise.
The yOWlgt'1' competitors must perfcnn the sane routire to the judges. The
older, more experienred gymnasts are
able to add variety andC1"e2tearoutine that
will fulfill the requirements set The requirements noonally iocludecertain tumblinglocrOOulc moves and a 3(j) degree
tum on the fl()(X and balaoce beam. The
gymnast may only 00 four elements in a
row.on the uneven mrs befere moving to

, Photo: Shelley Satke

Gymnastics groups throughout the Midwest competed In last weekend's tournament hosted by UM·St. Louis.
the other 1m.
The majoc SIXJnSCf'S of this event are
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Diezbergs Family Markets and St Louis SIXJI1S Com~ This event was hosted by Team
Central of Maryland Heights.

There were six different X!vels of
competitors.. The ages ranged. from 7- 17
& over.
All of the gymnasts were excited
atout coming to St Louis to compete in
such a large event

'This is a lot better weather," said
Megan Fey of Norther lllinois Academy
of Gymnastics of Sycamore, lL. "I liked
how it ran. You did not have to waIt to
compete. Everything was fast moving.
Plus, it was a lot of fun."

Fey's best event was the vault where
she finished 5th in Level 9 competition.
"It feels pretty gcxxl corning here [to

compete]," said one Riverside Gymnastics gymnast "We've been practicing
pretty long."

Tournatnent Results
Level 5:
1 st - Illinois Gymnastics
Institute- Addison, IL
2nd - Team Central
Maryland Heights, MO
3rd - Perryville Gymnastics
Perryville, MO

Level 7:
1 st - Eagles Gymnastics
Kansas City, MO
2nd - Team Central
Maryland Heights, MO
3rd - St. Louis Spirits
Gymnastics- St. Louis, MO

Level 9:
15t - Cincinnati Gymnastics
Fairfield,OH
2nd - Team Central
Maryland Heights, MO
3rd - North Florida Gymnastics
Orange Park, FL

Level 6:
1 st - Cincinnati Gymnastics
Fairfield, OH
2nd - KC Elites
Kansas City, MO
3rd - Illinois Gymnastics
lnstitute- Addison, IL

LevelS:
1 st - Midwest Gymnastics
Dublin,OH
2nd - KC Elites
Kansas City, MO
3rd - Sourthern Indiana Gymnastics
School- Clarksville, IN

L evel 10:
1 st - Illinois Gymnastics Institute
Addison,IL
2nd - Cincinnati Gymnastics
Fairfield, OH
3rd - Arena G y mnastics
Stamfo rd , CT

Thomas comes through for
Rivermen, hits lOOO-point mark
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
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Last weeks battle against the Central Missouri Mules was a huge game
for the Rivennen, luckily for them
Lawndale Thomas came up big.
Thomas a four-year player for
the Rivermen had a huge game. Not
only did he hit the 3-pointer that
broke the Mules back, but he hit a
career milestone by hitting the 1,000
point platue.
"A thousand points is a nice thing
to do," Rivermen Head Coach Rich
Meckfessel said. ''That's a nice number for someone that has worked hard
for four years. He has generally played
pretty well for us. He has hit some big
shots. He has had a solid year."
"I'd like to see him go out on a
really good team. The other three teams
he played on were not that good. This
team has the chance to fInish up as a
very good team."
The 89-86 victory pushed the
Rivermen's record to 12-9 and 7-4 in
the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association (MIAA).
"If we were gonna stick around in

the conference race we had to win both
of those games (Central Missouri State
and Emporia State)," Meckfessel said.
"I thought both games we played pretty
hard."
The Rivermen have been playing
hard and diving fortheball . Meckfessel
said the reason the team best Central
Missouri State was hard work.
"Ithoughtboth teams played hard,"
Meckfessel said. "I thmk both teams
knew that the loser was out of the
conference race for first place."
Against the Mules the Rivermen
looked to a few players that had not
been offensi ve threats in earlier games.
Guard Todd Miller hit four-of-four 3pointers in the first half and totaled 12
points for the game.
"Our guys coming off of the bench
played well," Meckfesse.! said. "They
all contributed in some way. Miller hit
his 3-pointers. Tuckson had that little
flurry of put-backs in the second half.
Klaus hit a big 3-pointer at the end of
the half to put us up by fIve."
The Rivermen were led in scoring
by Rodney Hawthorne with 22 points.
He has scored with consistency in the
teams past four games.

"He has been a big difference for
us," Mtx;kfessel said. "We can't win
unless he is a factor offensively."
The team has seemed to click after
their defeat against Missouri Southern.
They are undefeated in the conference
since then.
"They finally understand that we're
not going to win games on talent alone, "
Meckfessel said. "We have to play
hard to win games. You look at the
standings and Northeast University in
I-lOin the conference, that one win is
against us. So we're capable of losing
toanylxxiy. We're also capable of beating anyone if we play hard."
The team will be in action this
week in two important games. UMRolla will enter the Mark Twain Building Wednesday for a rematch. The
Rivermen squeaked past them earlier
this season. On Saturday they will play
Northeast University, the team with the
1-10 MIAA record.
"It's the seniors last go around,"
Meckfessel said. "I think they would
like La fini sh out successfully. We've
gotten oursel ves in a good position . We
just have to take advantage of it by
winning these games,"

Hockey team prom ises spills and thrills
of Ball State's goalie right now ,"rookie
goalie :Mackie said.
"I really didn' t appreciate when he
charged me last game and made me use
TheUM-St LouisRivennenHoclcey
his head for a punching bag. 1'm not a
Oub will attempt to retain the victoc title
goon, buthe's madeaneriemy outtame
this weekend as they battle Indiana's Ball
and he'll have numerSlate. The last time these
ous problems this weekt'MlleamS met in Indy, the
end. 1'm callin' it right
endresultwasabalch·dearnow."
ing brawl and numerous "I'm putting a bounty on the head of
Although the team
Ball State's goalie right now."
player ejections.
missed
on the bid for
Also planning to make
Jan Mackie, rookie goalie a spot inout
the
Florida touran ~ this weeknament, they have apend will be the UM- St
plied for the Rorida A&M tournament,
Louis Dance Team, featuring Jarrue in," team president Ian Mackie saId.
Nodo.tbtthatDavidl..etterman'sahna not to mention a possible trip to Russia.
Burlcett,JulieDavidron,Eri:aJooes,Dona
"We've been invited to travel to
Ellis, Tawnya Reed, Sharhonda mater will be in town this weekend lookSwearengen, Kiri'lberly Langley, Kim ing to avenge both losses at the hands of Russia for the White Knights tournaHud<rn, Amy Tjaden, Shane Scott, and the Rivennen Jan. 19 and 20. At the last ment," Mackie said.
meeting, theRivermen spanked Ball State
Jeannette Ervin.
Planning to video record the event 12-3 and 10-1. Mackie has a personal SEE HOCKEY
is Associate Professor of Communica- message for the team.

by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

a cable access channel.
"We're really stoked that the game
will be taped. Wedig the ideaoftelevision exposure, and it' s cool that people
will get the chance to observe all the
goals we score and theoneswedon'tlet

Photo : Eric Thomas

Rookie goalie Ian Mackie looking to reject all rubber sent his
wav ChAr:k o •• t n",yt woo""',,,
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Student#:
Name:
(You must include your name and student # for the ad to run.)
Message:

HELP WANTED

PRACI1CUM AND INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Extra Income for '95

A 106 year old children and family
services agency providing services in St. Louis city and county
is expanding its practicum and
intern positions .Community
based services. 15-20 hours per
week, college credit focused.
Possible assignments would include: community organizing, social Services, Administration, and
many other areas.
If interested call Beatrice Burt
ECHO (314) 381-3100

Earn $500-$lCOJ weekly stuffing-envelopes. For details-Rush $1 .00 with
SASE to: Group Five· 57 Gree.ntree
Dr., Suite 307' Dover, DE 19901

•••••••••••••••

Drop-off your add at The Current
7940 Natural Bridge OR Call
516-5175

' ------~-----------------...,
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Positions Avai lable
'for Students
•

Clerks/Data Entry

•

Receptionists

•
•
•

The Current is in need of writers for all
sections. Meet some friendly people,
ie. Michael O'Brian, Scott Lamar, &
the Red Menace. Make a name for
yourself before you get out of school.
Practicum Credit available. Give us a
call@ 516-5174

FROM
HARMONY••• TO
HIT... TO HOT!

Th ese EastSide tal en ts made it - you can
too! Wo rk every day, doing what
you love . O n stage or behind
the sce nes. It's a career you can
depend on . At Busc h Ga rdens,
w e offer over 15 professi ona l

Switchboard Operators
Secretaries

shows and 6 stages . Our great
bene fits in clude :

Word Processors

• Compreh ensive health
care program

·... .

•

·

•

• Tuition reimbursement

Sales

• Time off with pay

Light Industrial

A U 0 , T 1,0 N S

St,Peters
970-2137

....
.,,'
II

Des Peres
822-2208

Full· time is 32·40 hours per
w eek. O vertim e (over 40 ho urs)
is time Jnd a hair: ,
For more informati on (no

.

BUScH

SNELLING®

GARDENS.
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

Personnel Services

~·Bmch ~
opport~l\I ~"'ftI,

***SP~GBREAJ('96***

.

America #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Nassau,
Mazatlan, or Florida! 110% Guaranteed lowest price! Confirm your
trip instantly by phone! CALL
NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-Break.

appo intment necessary), please
ca ll (81 3) 98 7-51 64,
or wr ite to: Busch Ga rdens
Auditi ons, Entertainment Dept. ,
PO Box 9 158, Tampa, FL 33 6:'4·
9158 . If you are unable to attend
the audition. please send yo ur
resum e and bes t material on
VIDEOTAPE (non·return able) to
th e above address .

P.aru oJft' equ.llf

INf tl(\-'

.~ P e

COME AND WVE AN ANrnROPOLOGIST. Join the Anthropology
Club and learn to say "I love you" in
twenty different languages. Next meeting is on Feb, 14 .. CallRichard@ 5167541 for info.

•••••••••••••••

JOIN THE COLLEGE DEMOCRATS. Put on your long ears and
scraggly tail and join US as we become
donkeys. Discuss the issues facing us
today and in the future. Work on
political campaigns. Meetings are on
every Wednesday. Call Greg @5167866 .

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

~-

•••••••••••••••

Epee fencer seeks other fencer for
practice sessions in the gym

If anyone is interested in learning
to fence call Richard@516-7541
USFA certified

• ••••••••••••••
We love ya'.
UMSL

•••••••••••••••
To Deana

You finally got out of here.
Congratulations, we miss ya.
Erik hasn't been the same.
The Current

•••••••••••••••
Andy,

Return my movie or suffer my
wrath.
Love,
Jill

•••••••••••••••

Warning: To jilted lovers.

Cat turds covered in chocolate look remarkably like
Whitney's .
Hoosier Mama

•••••••••••••••
Come feel The Currenl
yeah.

oooooh

• ••••••••••••••
Beverly P .

Delta Sigma Pi and the Accounting
Club will sponsor a representative
from Convisor Duffy to discuss the
various Accounting licenses--CPA,
CMA, CIA- as well as their review
course options . . Feb. 15 in room 335
SSB at 2:30 the representative will be
giving away two half scholarships
which will be offered to those in atten"
dance. All students and faculty are
encouraged to come to this professional evenl

. 11

wnely Canadian seeks marriage for
citizenship. Call Glenn at 781-0681

Happy VD to Blanc he,

•••••••••••••••

Your ad ain't here. Were is it?
Come on people, get with the program. Find a lover, sell a comic ,
hire a new employee , or find an
employer. Advertise your student
organization. Write and post a
classified today. Any questions,
call Richard at 516-5175.

-'n

P~A(E

PERSONALS

•••••••••••••••

Notice something?

O ur hourly pay ra tes.'
• Singers. Dancers and
Monday, F~b~~d'n5
:00 noon
Performers $10.65
Dance ~y ~tt Rege.ncy
..
• M usicians $11 .20
One St. Lo uis UnIOn Statto n
• Costumed Characters $9.18
_~:.~~~~_---. . . Technic ians $9.00
• Seam stresses $8.00
• Dressers $7.12

ACiREAT

Comic Books and Non-Sports cards.
ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Large
selection of recent books, Chase,
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
A V AILABLE! BILLIONS OF $$$ . Prorriotional, and single cards. Sand-~
IN
PRIVATE
FUNDING, man, Marvel, Wildstorm , Babylon 5,
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1800 Call Tom@ 956-0091
AID-2-HELP (1 SOO 243-2435

• Merchandise discounts

26 9 am to 2 pm

Clayton
726-2717

FOR SALE/ RENT

• Free tickets

St. loms

Temporary Positions
Temp-to-Hire
and Regular Positions

SERVICES

<

FREf PrellllDCy Tlsts. hili'.'" results. Cilipletely ctIIfiIlentill. e,D or Wllk in.

I dig your bones.
Love,
RC

The Current
Classifieds

Buying? Selling? Trading? Ads
in the C1assifieds make $cents.$!!!
Classifieds are FREE to students
faculty and staff. All others
classifieds are $9 for 40 words or
less. Call Richard at 516-5175 for
detailed advertisement rates. To
place your ad use the ad form on this •
page.
.
Place Your Ad or Personal
TODAY!!!

Saint Louis Office

950 Francis Place, Suite 317
(at Clayton Road and Brentwood Blvd)
(314) 725·3150
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ALL SHIFTS
·"" AVAILABLE
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STUDENT
LOANS

PAID
VACATIONS

STOCK
OWNERSHIP

PAID
. HOLIDAYS
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EOEM/F

Edward Jones is one of the fastest growing brokerage fIrms
in America. Due to our continuing growth, we have several entry level and temporary positions available.
ENTRY LEVEL
The successful candidate must have strong telephone, typin g, customer.service, data entry, and word processing skills
as well as general office experience. Excellent communication and computer skills are a must.
TEMPORARY
Opportunities are available in the areas of clerical and secretarial. The ideal candidate would have strong telephone,
typing, data entry, word processing and general office experience .
A high school diploma is required. An Associate's or
Bachelor's degree in business OR a minimum of 1 year
. experience in accounting or banking is preferred, Some
positions will require bookkeeping/record reconciliation
experience.
We offer competitive compensation and a convenient St.
Louis location. Please indicate your hours of availability
and salary requirement in your resume to:
Edward Jones
Attn. Human Resources/UMSL
201 Progress Parkway
Maryland Heights, MO 63043

EdwardJones
Serving Individual Investors Since 1872
Equal Opportunity Employer

hONUON
PRRIS
AMSTERDAM
FRANHFURT
ROME

$225
S2BS
S225
S289

Fares are from 51. Louis. mh waq ~md In a Rl ~
purchase. fares do not ilJdude fEderilllaxes aM passenger
facilllies charges.lllliicb can lUIal belmeen SIUS aodSll.9S. If
depenrflflg on l11e 'esHnaHoD. DOl do f1IeQirKlude departure
charges paiddirecHq ta ta /.Oreion governments. which tan
total behueen Sl.60 and S60.00. In! I Studenl In mall be reo
quired. Fares are suject to cbange. ReslricHons anplq.

(,MilityII Travel

~

CIEE: Couricil on International
Educational Exchange .
On f1Ie Web: h!lp-J/wurw.ciee.arg/cls/dshome.bhn

E___

.
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WOMEN
FROM PAGE 5
UM-St. Louis 41 31 - 72
SWest eaptlst 46 51 -103

relxxJMed three; Dixoo two. Pawlack
again fouled out of the contest.

Simoo addedfourpointsoo five freeThree days later til!;! Rivawomen hit throws, and reOOunded two under the
the rood for a game in Bolivar, MO. After Riverwomen basket. Canier hit two from
being down just five points at the half, the the field and rebourided two as well as
Riverwornen went on to be out-scored by stealing three from Southwest Baptist
players.
31 {Xlints.
Logan tallied up four points in 14
Leading the Rivcrwomen with 25
{Xlints w~ Ouist. Cllrist hit four-of-six minutes of a:tioo befcre she fouled out
Hogan added three points and was called
from~{Xlintrangeandsunkthree-of
five free throws. ,She also fouled four three times for fouls.
Martin hit a field-goal, rebounded
times.
Applebury again had a spectacular two and had two steals on the night
The Riverwomen are again in action
game with 20 total pointsburfouledoutof
the contest. '
athomeagainstUM-Rollaon Valentine's
Pawlrl and Dixon both found the Day. Tip-off time is 5:30, with the men's
tmcetfcrfiveJrintsonthenight Pawlack game following at 7:30.

HOCKEY
FROM PAGE 5
"It's a nine day adventure starting
on June 20. Provided ~ we get the
required sponsorship, the club will take
off to skate on Russian ice an4 compete
against international teams. Included
in the$1,700feearehotel accommoda-

lions, three meals a day, ice time, and a
translator. It will be bitchin'." •
Don't miss the action this Friday at
10:30 pm. and again at noon Saturday
at the u.s. IceS{Xlrts Complex in Chesterfield.
.

Rivermen tie for fourth in conference with

final-second win over Emporia State
Rivermen up by 2 points.
"The game was on the line,"
Miller said. "If I miss those and they
come down the court and hit a 3pointer then the game is over.
"I have a lot of confidence in
Todd," Meckfessel said. "I feel that
he will make those free throws most
of the time."

by Ken Dunkin
of The Cu rrent staff

around," Klaus said. "Emporia js a
big win for us. They are one of the
tougher team in the conference. 'I
With the game clock trickling
Lawndale Thomas led the
Rivermen in scoring with 13 points,
down and the Rivermen clinging toa
Eric Bickel had 11 and Rodney
two point lead, senior Mark Lash
Hawthorne had 10.
nailed a 3-pointer that shut down the
Klaus had a fine game, yet.the
Emporia State Hornets,
stats
don't reflect it. He shot 2-8 from
Lash's shot put the Rivermen up
the floor and 2-6 of his 3by five with 32 seconds to play.
point attempts. He also had
The Hornets had been creeping
three rebounds.
up in an attempt to sneak. in a
"Everyone ' of
road victory.
HWe're talented, but we're not talented enough to rely
Brandon's 3-pointers with
"That was a big shot Mark
solely on talent. We simply have to play hard to win. 11
the exception of one w'ere
hit," Rivermen Head Coach
Rich Meckfessel, right on the mone.¥,"
Rich Meckfessel said.
"1 had been struggling a bit
Rivermen Head Coach Meckfessel said. "HecQuld
have easily been 5 for 6 of
and I was just hoping it would
his 3-pointers.
He did a nice
go in," Lash said. "Fortunately
,
Miller connected on both shots to said. "We kept battling back. We can job."
it did. We needed it to make sure we
The Rivermen also rebounded
give the Rivermen a 4 point lead. It still do some good things in the conwould win the game."
Though the Rivermen had held put the game out of reach though the ference. We just have to take care of well. Hawthorne had 10 rebounds
their lead going into the final 10 sec- Hornets hit a 2-point shot witjJ. 1 business at home and try and take the and Thomas had 6. Bickel and 41sh
two on the road. The number one each had 5 each.
onds, the game still was not decided. second to go.
"We feel like we can win any thing is to get in the conference tour"We're talented, but we're not
That was when the Hornets fouled
night,", Miller said. "If we come out nament and try and make a few things talented enough to rely solely on talTodd Miller.
ent," Meckfessel. "We simply have
Miller steped to the free throw with intensity and are mentally pre- happen."
"I thing we had a good game all- to play hard to win."
line with 8 seconds left and the pared, then we will do well. If we

.
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Flowers for
your Valentine

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
JOBS AVAILABLE

Order early to ensure delivery!

Would you like to make $6.75 an hour talking
on the phone?
National Reservations has immediate full time and part time
openings available during the school year for Customer
Service Reservationists, We pay you to train with us.
If you can type 20 'XIPM and pass a basic aptitude rest,
please 'call 781-8232, exr 7850 for dares and times of testing.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

come out and do not give a full effort,
then we can be beat by anybody."
With the victory the Rivermen
moved into a tie for fourth place in
the conference. They improved their
over-all record to 11-9 and their MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics
Association (MIAA) record to 6-4.
"It's a big win for us," Miller

Show your UM-St. J ,ouis
I.D. and Receive a 10%
Discount!
. , FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy to days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDrATI:; practical assist.ance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is N carby
.ront.ooel _____ 952-5300
Sr. Charlo .. ____ 724-1200

... lIwin _ _ __ ___ 227-2266
.. . _ .227-.775

.rille.lon

South Cit, ___ . _ 962-3653

Miellown ___ . _ _ 9"6-49DO
(AFTER HOURS: l-BDll-li50-4i10D)

We Care..

Favazza Florist, Inc.
7 North Oaks Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63121
Phone: 383-4576
At the corner of Lucas & Hunt
and Natural Bridge Rd.

E LE
Applications are now available in the Student
Government Association office for the elections
of the executive positions. Deadline for applications is Friday, March 8,5:00 pm. Pick up your
application at the SGA office. All candidates
must attend a meeting March 6 at 5:00 pm. (Location to be determined.)
Student Government Association
262 University Center
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w ide meeting
cuts SGA meeti.ng short

by Michael C'Brtan

applications for the ·SGA executive
offices for 1996·97 will be available
on Monday, Feb. 12 in the SGA ofStudent Government President fice. Applications will be due back in
Beth Titlow
theSGAoffice
held a short
by
Friday
SGA meeting
March 8. The
executive ofon Tuesday,
ItWhen one person's
fices are SGA
Feb. 6 to allow
safety is threatened,
president, vice
organization
president and
representa~
everyone's safety is
comptroller.
tives to attend
threatened. "
Accepted apa campusBeth Titlow,
plicants will
wide meeting
run
in a camdealing with
SGA President
pus wide elecrace related intion to secure
cidents that
positions with
have occurred
the SGA. The date of the election has
on campus motivated.
"When one person's safety is not been announced.
Dennis Chitwood, director of
'threatened, yveryone's safety is
Campus Ministries, and his wife Betty
threatened," Titlow said,
She encouraged representatives asked that students join them in planning a Hunger Awareness Week to
to show their support in numbers by
attending the campus wide meeting. benefit charities thatfigh~ world hunRene Cuevas, coordinator of Stu- ger. The dates of events have not
dent Government Elections, said that been announced.
of The Current staff

VIOLENCE

FROM PAGE 1
The UN Development Program
says that a lack of income security is a
basic cause of racial violence in many
countries, and that only one quarter of
the world's population has a basic,
steady income. Violence against a race
does not necessarily mean active violence. The UN says that in the United
States, the unemployment rate for African Americans is twice that of whites,
and the poverty rate for African Americans is three times those of whites.
"People tell us America is homogenized, but everyone looks at the world
differently," Kuralt said. Violence can
take many forms in our modem world."
Nora Schimming-Chase, an Ambassador to the Republic of Namibia,
said that society is taking a turn for the
worse.
"The violence of poverty and wartime violence are becoming more dangerous in modem society" she said.
''The conference speakers agreed
that violence is a growing problem in
America. Geoffrey Canada, CEO of
Rheedlen Centers for Children and
Families, remembe<ed a time when a
fight meant a few cuts and bruises.
Today, children may not be able to

Locating new & used vehicles
,,-_ _ _ERNIE CLOUSE
Agent

Do You Want VISA

& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs

349-6600

.....

Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

~-

a

entire face of violence," Canada said.
Fenton said that change is the way
to reduce the problem of global violence. "Even though violence is getting more violent, things are moving in
the right direction," Fenton said. "The
more people that become aware of the
problem, the more that can be done to
change things."
According to the speakers at this
conference, change is the answer to the
problem of violence. Rubie Jones,
president of the MasSachusetts Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers, said that, "We cannot be
6 percent of the world population and
consume 40 percent of the world's oil.
Everyone must make sacrifices. We
have to have a global perspective. We
need to empower people to take control
of their lives."
Fenton agreed that change is possible.
"I think that there are more people
getting involved," he said. "People are
making more of an effort to getinvolve,
and listen to the problems."

Laser Printer Repair

We do the deal for you! - - - CAR
660-1460

"The advent of handguns into
today's communities has changed the

Unsurpassed Expertise

·Sell
-Trade~_____~

RESIDENCE
894-2646

walk away after a fighl

TECHNOWGIES
Q UANfUM
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E 0

" CAR SHOPPER"
-Buy
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MasterCard Credit Cards? "
Now you .,.n ha"1! !wet or

the moa' n:C'Ognlud and

8cttplr:d crr:dll cards In I he IWrld ... Vlsa'" and Mas\.erCard!!t
cn:dlt cards..:ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED OOWN BEFURE!
VlSAe and Maslr:rCardel the credit caros you
dr:sr:~ and need for- ID-DOOJ\5-0EPNUMENT
STORES- nJlTION-ENTERTAlm1 ENTEMERe ENCY CASIl-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHarELS-M01ELS-u'\S-CAn HEtHALSREPAlRS-N'lD TO BUlLD yo un CREDIT RAllNGI

GU"~"~t.O'

~C"~

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
Ho secur i ty depos it!

Ita~S'E. \\,1JIl
~~","161l1: .~t1.
G~ .. ~
SEND TIlE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

Course Title:

Training 101
Course Description:

The study of Arntrak® rail travel
in the State of Missouri.
Course Objective:

Save college students 25% off travel
between St. lDuis and Kansas City.
Your Classroom:

r------------------------,
VMC.18bl N_ FEUERAL HWY-~SHITE 216
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIOh ~3(20

YI~S% IwantVJSA8/MASfrnCAJU)8C~1t

Cards.appro~ luunedlah:ly.

1DD~. OUAnAHTl:l:DI

I
:
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ADDRESS
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N01L: M,,,n-Conl I,. ~" lrrT'\1 "B,kmari< rJ """'rrO",llllirll''lI 11,,,\1 I,.
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If you would like to
run for Editor-inChief of The Current, call Michael
O'Brian at 5165174 to find out
how to apply.
Applications for ·
the position are
due by Friday,
March 1.

Apartment:
frOin $270
Heat included! 1
bedroom, 2 room
efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished. 6
months or 1 year lease:
$270-$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365.

Bermuda
Heights
7744 Springdale
Normandy

381-8797

The train, the rails and
the State of Missouri.
Normandy Bank . Customers,
get your application at the facility in the University Center or
call us at 383-5555. If your
account is with another bank
your ATM card can be used at
the machine at the University
Center if it has a BankMate or
Cirrus symbol on it.

mI'
CIRRUS.

at Normandy Bank in the University Center.
Call your travel agent for reservations or Amtrai(® at

.1-800-USA-RAIL
Trains depart S1. Louis at 550 South 16th St. just south of Kiel Center at end of 16th St.
'Fares shoNn are excursion fares, each way based-oo round tr1> tiCket purchase and reflect 25% off regular fares for intrastate

travel wiIf:l current valid student I.D. from ~ U.S. co/lege or unMlrsity. May not be combined with other student discount oilers.
Offer expires June 30, 1996. Seats are limited at these fares and fares are based on availability. Fares. schedules and discounts
without notice. Other restrictions

383-5555Member FDIC 7151 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63121
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CHARGES
FROM PAGE 1
tween Hairston, an African ~Ameri
can, and a white female non-student
Hairston claims that when the other
woman cut her off and took a parking
place she had been waiting for, she
approached the other woman's car to
confront her. She said the woman
exited her car and began insulting
her using racial insults. Furthermore, she says that when she went
into Woods Hall to summon the
police, the non-student physically
attacked her.
With only Hairston's version of
the incident to go by, many students
feel the police erred in not arresting
the non-student for assault.
"There was no physical contact
between the two," McCulloch said.
"That is confirmed by witnesses to
the event who are not associated with
either party, and there were black and
white witnesses."
According to McCulloch,

Hairston took a broom from a custodian who was on duty near the incident.
"The Black woman did grab a
broom from the custodian who was
standing there," he said. "She may
have attempted to swing it, but there
was no contact"
Hairston and her supporters have
been featured on at least 2 area news
programs [Channel 5 and Channel
30] telling her version of the incident.
The other woman has not come forward.
Because no charges were filed
the police report that was sent to the
county prosecutor by UM-St. Louis
Police is not available. Citing the
Sunshine Law, the warrant office
employee contacted by The Current
said she could not release the report.
It was an argument, and an ugly
argument," McCulloch said, "but ugly
arguments are not crimes."

VANDALISM
FROM PAGE 1
MacLean said among other measures, there was stepped-up security
in the parking lots as well as various
personnel reassignments.
"We've taken some of the police
officers out of the cars and we'.re putting them on bicycles, and they're walking around the campus," MacLean said
"Their highest priority is the safety of
our students, faculty and staff.
Against Seay' s advice, Wren then
produced and read a copy of the letter
that was left behind during the vandalism.
"That is terribly wrong and I know
I speak for the administration and the
staff and we abhor that kind of statement," MacLean said emphatically
when Wren was fmished. "I'm embarrassed as a University administrator
that has happened on our campus."
Another student voiced a concern that there was not enough African-American representation on
the UM-St. Louis Police Department. Seay said the UM-St. Louis
Police Department had diversity in
terms of both blacks and females .
As an institution of higher
learning, we have a larger mission
here; to address the roots of racism," said Priscilla Dowden, lecturer in History, "!feel very strongly
about this issue both as a historian
and as a teacher who is in the classroom daily looking at hundreds of
white students. And I have to struggle
with first of all believing what I'm

E ND RAC I S M - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Students took up signs down-crying racism and marched to Woods Hall behind Tonya
Hutchinson to deliver a letter with demands to Chancellor Blanche TouhlJl.
telling them ."
Dowden revealed plans to ask the
administration to implement a course
in the history of racism. The idea
drew cheers and applause from the
audience.

"While we need to continually
increase the number of minority and
African-American faculty, " sh e
said, "I'm here to put out a call to
the white faculty and other faculty,
stop the silence in the classroom.

to

We have got to do what we need
do to learn about the issue of
America and its racism, because if
the white community doesn't wor~
to solve this problem of racism, it
won't be solved."

"Remarkab y juvenile."

Photo: Michael O'Brian

Nicholas Wren (left) and Vice Chancellor lowe "Sandy"
Maclean (right) took questions during Tuesday's meeting.

- Dail y News
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" Inane •• •stupid."
-Indi anapo lis Star

"A cyborg placed on this
earth to torment me."
--Co lumbu s Wee k l y
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Costa Rica Adventures Available .. Lowest Prices II
SUN ON THE HUN
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TRAVEL

314-230-8757
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The quality of life on our campus
depends significantly on you--individually and collectively

Adam Sandler. What The Hell Happened To Me?
The new album .
Featuring the new single , liThe Chanukah Song" and a lot of other
stuff you wouldn't want to play in front of an old lady.

Available at CAMELOT

.onCD and CuS~llr .

_ _ M U SC C .........

February is nationally recognized as African
American History month. The observance was
initiated by Carter G. Woodson in 1926 to assist
scholars to properly record the contributions,
concerns, and issues of African Americans in the
United States.
Each of the persons listed below have one common
characteristic. Identify the element:
1. Garnett Morgan
2. Elijah McCoy

3. Daniel Hale Williams
4. Jan Matzelinger

t

5. Benjamin Banneker

Office of Equal
Qpportunity
516·5695

Invented the gas mask and
the traffic light.
Developed the automatic
lubrication process which
was essential for moving
parts of heavy duty
machinery.
First successful heart
surgery.
Invented the shoe-lasting
machine that cut
American shoe prices in
half and increased wages
for the workers .
Constructed the first
clock made in America
and served as the
surveyor who
significantly assisted in
the layout of the blueprint
for Washington, D.C.
Also wrote the first
scientific book of his
__ __
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"THE BEST LP I'VEHEARDTHIS YEAR,"
- S f. Louis Ri \'t'l'fl' O Il I Ti me s

Y EA R -EN D T O P ALB UM LIS T S :
LA W EEK LY
l'vIl NNEA POLIS CITY PA GES
ROL LI NG STONE

TR ACE

ESQ IRE
ENTERTAI Ni\IENT WEEK LY
USA TO DA Y
DA LLAS OB SERVE R
AND C O UN T ING ...

"ONE OF THE FINEST SONGWRITERS OF OURTIME,"
-
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Catch the UM-St.
Louis Basketball
team sin act ion!

February 14 - Missouri - Rolla
February 17 - Northeast Missouri
February 24 - Northwest Missouri
Tip-off 5:30 PM at the Mark Twain
Building

February 14 - Missouri - Rolla
February 17 - Northeast Missouri
February 24- Northwest Missouri
Tip-off 7:30 PM at the Mark Twain
Building
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Association

For more informati.on call

516-5661

10% Off all Red* Gifts and Supplies
Clothing, Hats, Umbrellas, Backpacks,
Notebooks, Binders, Pens, Pencils,
Diskettes, Greeting Cards, Valentine's
Day Gifts and Cards
*Excludes all books and sale items.

Bookstore Hours
Monday-Thursday 7:30 am-7:30 pm
Friday 7:30 am-5:00 pm

Phone:

516-5763

